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Abstract. The Introduction-Based Routing Protocol (IBRP) leverages
implicit trust relationships and per-node discretion to create incentives
to avoid associating with misbehaving network participants. Nodes exercise discretion through their policies for offering or accepting introductions. We empirically demonstrate the robustness of IBRP against
different attack scenarios. We also use empirical game-theoretic techniques to assess the strategic stability of compliant policies, and find
preliminary evidence that IBRP encourages the adoption of policies that
limit damage from misbehaving nodes. We argue that IBRP scales to
Internet-sized networks, and can be deployed as an overlay on the current
Internet, requiring no modifications to applications, operating systems
or core network services, thus minimizing cost of adoption.
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Introduction

Militaries, governments, commercial firms, and individuals on the Internet are
continually subject to a variety of attacks from a plethora of individual, organizedcrime, and nation-state actors. One can identify a proximate cause for each
security failure, and there exist research efforts to find mitigations to individual threat vectors as well as engineering efforts by vendors to harden products
against attack. These efforts have as yet failed to significantly reduce the degree
to which computer systems are being subverted.
A central cause of the widespread corruption on the Internet is the ephemeral
nature of the relationship between communicating parties. Whereas there is a
concrete (fiduciary, organizational) relationship between an endpoint and its Internet service provider (ISP), and between the adjacent autonomous systems
that the packets traverse, the Internet protocol (IP) hides these relationships
so that all two communicating endpoints know is each other’s IP address. In
the physical/kinetic economy, the supply chain is visible, and the resulting economic incentives reinforce good behavior. For example, when it was discovered
that toothpaste exported from China contained diethylene glycol, public outrage pressured the U.S. government, which in turn pressured the Chinese government, which (then) enforced product safety laws with the exporters. Without
?
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the exposed supply chain, consumers would have had no leverage with the exporters. Similarly, there is a supply chain behind every packet that traverses the
Internet—but IP (in its current incarnation) hides it.
Introduction-based routing (IBR) seeks to limit misbehavior in a network by:
i) exposing the network supply chain, ii) giving network elements authority over
with whom they interact, and iii) incorporating feedback, giving participants a
basis for making their relationship choices. The ability to choose with whom one
interacts creates economic incentives that (in the long run) discourage network
elements from interacting with nodes that repeatedly misbehave. An IBR node’s
decisions with regards to introductions are made by the node’s policy, a software
implementation of a strategy that maximizes the node’s utility in a network that
may contain corrupt participants.
The IBR protocol is completely decentralized, designed to scale to Internetsized networks. It presumes no universal authentication mechanism, requires
minimal information sharing among participants, and accommodates heterogeneous misbehavior definitions and policy implementations. Through proxy-based
implementation, it can be deployed without any modifications to applications,
operating systems, or the network backbone.
In the next section we describe the IBR protocol. §3 presents a simulationbased evaluation of the ability of networks of IBR-compliant nodes to create a
trusted network capable of resisting various attacks. The analysis of §4 employs
(empirical) game-theoretic techniques to evaluate the incentives for compliance
with the protocol. In §5 we relate IBR to previous work in network security, and
the final section summarizes contributions and suggests future research.

2

Introduction-Based Routing

Fundamental to the introduction-based approach is a node’s discretion about
whether to participate in an exchange of packets. Under the IBR protocol (IBRP),
a packet can enter the network if and only if it is traveling on a connection (comparable to a VPN between two nodes). Having entered the network, it can reach
only the node at the other end of the connection. Both parties to a connection
must consent to participate, and either party can close the connection.
2.1

IBR Protocol

To establish a new connection, a node must be introduced by a third party
with connections to both the node and the neighbor-to-be. Since no node will
be connected to every other (i.e., there is no universal introducer), forming a
new connection may require multiple consecutive introductions. To bootstrap
participation in the network, a node must have at least one a priori connection
(a connection that does not require an introduction). The graph of nodes linked
by a priori connections defines the network.
There are three parties to an introduction: the requester (the node requesting
the introduction); the introducer (the node asked to make the introduction);

and the target (the node to which the requester wishes to be introduced). If the
introduction offer is accepted, a connection is established between the requester
and target and the two nodes can exchange packets and/or request introductions
to others. (These labels reflect roles in IBR, not inherent qualities of the nodes.
A node may perform different roles at various points.)
A connection exists indefinitely until either party elects to close it. When a
connection is closed, the requester and target provide feedback to the introducer
regarding the state of the connection at the time of closing. If these nodes were
introduced to the introducer, then the feedback is forwarded to those introducers
after being processed. The feedback is binary—it is either positive (the other
party was well-behaved) or negative. A connection closure is accompanied by
messages between the two parties that signify the closure and notify the other
party regarding the value of the feedback.
A key difference between IBRP and conventional routing protocols is that
nodes have discretion regarding with which nodes they interact. There are two
ways that a connection request can be refused. First, the introducer may respond to the introduction request with an introduction denied message. Second,
the target may respond to the introduction offer with an introduction declined
message. If the requester cannot find an introducer willing and able to make the
introduction, then he will be unable to send packets to the target.
2.2

An Introduction Sequence

We illustrate the basic process of establishing a connection with a simple fournode network (Fig. 1). A priori connections exist between computers Q and M ,
M and G, and G and N . Suppose a process on Q wishes to communicate with
a process on N . Q might start by sending a request to M for an introduction
to G. [The policy on] M agrees to this request, and makes the introduction. G
decides to accept the introduction, thus establishing a connection between Q
and G (QG). Q can now ask G for an introduction to N , which G agrees to
make. N accepts the introduction, establishing QN and allowing the process on
Q to interact with the process on N .

M
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N

Fig. 1: Simple introduction sequence. Solid lines are a priori connections, curved
arrows introductions and requests, and dashed lines the connections established.

If either Q or N at a later time closes the connection, both nodes provide
feedback about the connection state (positive or negative) to G. The feedback

from N is processed by G and is also forwarded to M , since M introduced the
subject of the feedback (Q) to G. Nodes may play different roles on different
introductions (e.g., G is the target in the first introduction and the introducer
in the second). Note also that both the a priori and the introduced connections
are logical constructs over the network—they do not entail physical proximity
between the nodes and are independent of underlying network architecture. Although the protocol does not levy any particular requirements on a node that will
act as an introducer, we anticipate that in a large-scale network, introducers will
typically be long-lived, well-established nodes whose capabilities as introducers
are well known (possibly advertised via DNS or other lookup services).
2.3

Reputation

The IBR protocol does not specify the basis for nodes deciding whether to offer
or accept introductions or when to close a connection. This is intentional, as we
anticipate that organizations will craft policies for their nodes that correspond to
their economic interests. That being said, we propose a simple model for making
these decisions and argue that it i) protects the nodes’ interests and globally
discourages misbehavior in the network and ii) is stable, remaining an effective
policy even when neighboring nodes base their decisions on a different model.
In the simple model, a node maintains a score for every neighbor to which it
has a connection. We call that score a reputation. Much prior work in reputationbased systems (see §5) has used an explicit sharing of reputation scores as the
means to curtail the attacks of a malicious participant. IBR takes a different
tack. There is no sharing of reputations, and a node maintains reputation scores
only for its current connections. When a target is offered an introduction, it
decides whether or not to establish the connection based on the reputation of
the introducer —not the requester, for whom the target does not have a reputation model. Therein lies the economic incentive exposed by IBR. Introducing
a misbehaving node will damage the introducer’s subsequent ability to provide
introductions. The value of future introduction thereby drives nodes to exercise
vigilance and discretion over those they are willing to introduce.
There are several reasons in practice that nodes could obtain positive value
from introducing successful connections.
1. Direct benefit from activity on the connection. For instance, in a collaborative project, all participants gain from the ability of others to communicate.
2. Direct or indirect compensation from the requester for facilitating the connection. For instance, the introducer may be an ISP, who charges a fee to
the requester for the introduction or more broadly for network services.
3. Implicit compensation through reciprocal action, for example the requester
may be more inclined to offer introduction in kind to its existing connections.
4. Since the network itself generates value, all parties indirectly benefit from
its growth to new trustworthy nodes.
We expect that factors like these provide sufficient motivation for nodes to preserve their ability to introduce, and thus cultivate and maintain a positive reputation through careful use of their introduction capability.

2.4

Deployment

We are pursuing the implementation of an IBR protocol proxy that is based on
a bulk virtual private network (VPN) implementation. This will allow IBR to be
deployed without modifications to applications, operating systems, router/switch
implementations or the Internet backbone. Hosts need only to identify the IBR
proxy as their gateway to participate in the protocol. Misbehavior sensors (e.g.,
spam detectors, network intrusion detection systems, personal security products,
etc.) will be integrated with the proxy, notifying it when to preemptively close
a connection and provide negative feedback.
An important element of the IBR implementation is a reliable service for discovering the introduction sequence to a given destination. We are implementing
a hill-climbing algorithm, where hosts advertise nodes they accept introductions
from that are higher up the hill. To obtain a connection to a given host, a node
will request introductions “up the hill” until it has a connection to a node that is
above the destination or has a peer that is above the destination, at which point
the node requests introductions “down the hill” until it reaches the destination.
This algorithm is implemented in the simulation described in the next section.
In the simulation, after a warmup period where hosts establish connections to
their communication partners, introductions are rarely requested. We anticipate
that the same phenomena will occur in a real IBR network.

3

Network Performance Evaluation

Having introduced the IBR protocol, we next assess its impact on raw network
performance (throughput) and its ability to discourage and/or prevent misbehavior when there are attackers present on the network.
3.1

Experiment Settings

We evaluate performance using an event-driven simulator. The physical details of
the network were not simulated; we assumed that messages travel from source to
destination in a single time unit, and we did not restrict the number of messages
a node could receive per unit time. We initialized the experimental network
with a set of a priori connections. Per the IBR protocol, to send a message to a
given destination, a node must first establish a connection via introductions. If
the connection cannot be established (due to refusal of an introducer or target
server), then the message is not delivered.
Every node in an IBR network is capable of playing any of the three roles
in an introduction (requester, introducer, or target). That said, for our simulation communicating nodes are explicitly designated as clients or servers. Clients
generate application messages every ten to fifty time units. Each message generated is addressed to one of the server nodes in the network, selected uniformly.
Upon receiving a message, servers send a response message back to the client.
Nodes not designated as a client or a server provided introductions but do not
participate in the application-level messaging.

Nodes in our IBR simulation monitor reputations and make introduction and
connection decisions using a policy we label Compliant. A Compliant node i initializes reputation scores for all a priori connections to 1.95. When i accepts a
connection with node j through k’s introduction, i sets its reputation score τij
for j to 0.95τik where τik is the present reputation score for the introducer k.
When its sensors detect attacks carried out by j, i drops τij by 1.6 and its trust
τik for the introducer k by 0.15, while the lack of sensor alerts when communicating with j leads to an increase of 0.17 to τij and of 0.1275 to τik . Upon receiving
negative (positive) feedback from other nodes regarding j’s activities, i decreases
(increases) its reputation score τij for node j by 0.35 (0.01), and decrements the
score of the node that introduced j to i by 0.05 (0.0005). During periods of no
communication between i and j, τij regresses back toward zero with a rate of
2
last
5 × 10−6 × (t − tlast
ij ) , where tij records the last time the two nodes exchanged
messages. If j is an a priori connection, i will disconnect from j when τij drops
below 0.8. Otherwise, when τij falls below threshold θCompliant = −0.4, node i
disconnects from j if connected, and stops introducing j to others. We chose the
various parameters (e.g., reputation adjustments, thresholds) through an ad hoc
tuning exercise using a preliminary set of simulation runs. The strategy implemented by these constants is one of gradually increasing trust for nodes that are
consistently well-behaved. When a host misbehaves, it and its introducers’ reputations are significantly impacted, but it requires multiple misbehavior events
in proximity before a host finds its network access restricted.
In a given experiment, one or more of the clients and/or servers are designated as attackers. Each message generated by an attacker node is classified
as an attack message with some attack probability q. For the main experiments
reported in §3.2, clients address attacks to servers in a uniform distribution,
and attacking servers simply responded to client messages with attacks (with
the specified probability). Every client and server in the network is equipped
with an attack sensor that has a specified rate of detecting attack messages, as
well as a false alarm (false positive) rate. Unless otherwise noted, the detection
rate is 0.9 and the false positive rate 0.001 for these experiments. (These rates
approximate the accuracy of spam detectors. Other forms of misbehavior and
associated sensors will yield different sensitivities and specificities.)
We simulated a 4956-node network comprising 4900 client and server nodes
and 56 introduction providers. The initial connection topology (Fig. 2) is a redundant tree, with seven fully connected introducers at the root and the clients
and servers at the leaves. Each client and server has a single a priori connection
to an introducer, notionally playing the role of ISP. There are 49 ISPs in the
network, each with 99 clients and one server attached. Each ISP, in turn, is connected to two of the root introducers. Thus, each client-server connection requires
between one and four introductions to establish. There is no limit to the duration of a connection or the number of connections that a node can have—once
established, a connection can be used for multiple client-server transactions and
is only closed when misbehavior is detected (on sensor true and false positives).
We simulated conventional IP by specifying additional a priori connections from
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Fig. 2: The topology of a priori connections in the simulated network.

every client to every server, and employing the policy Oblivious. The threshold
parameter θOblivious = −∞ means that IP nodes effectively trust all other nodes
regardless of evidence about their behavior and thus never close connections.
Each simulation instance generates a run that lasts for 104 time units, during
which every client sends and receives approximately 330 messages (3.2 million
application messages per simulation). To account for the stochastic nature of the
environment, for each experiment we perform 5 runs to generate one data point.
3.2

Results

The first experiment compared the performance of IBRP to conventional IP with
a single attacking node in the network. The probability of attack q was varied
from 0.0 to 0.5. The results are shown in Fig. 3. Since the IP network provides no
mechanism to prevent attack packets from reaching their destination, the number
is directly proportional to q. In the IBR network, the attacker successfully sends
approximately 20 attack messages. After approximately three attacks against
a given server employing the Compliant policy, that server will cease to accept
introductions to the attacker. After approximately five attacks, the Compliant
introducer that hosts the the attacker refuses to offer any more introductions.
The remaining attacks are sent on connections that the attacker already had
open at the time of the fifth attack (hence the marginal drop in the number of
attack messages reaching their destination for q exceeding 0.2).
We note that introductions do impose some performance overhead. Under
actual networking conditions, the impact is on the latency of the first packet
between two hosts. Given the way we account for time in our simulation model,
the introduction overhead is reflected by a loss in throughput. Each client can
send only one message at a time, and the simulation is terminated after a given
number of time units have elapsed. Hence the added latency of waiting to be
connected reduces the total number of messages delivered. The introduction
delay is experienced in the IBR network both at the beginning of the simulation
(when there are no connections between clients and servers) and when a sensor
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Fig. 3: (a) The number of attack messages that reached their destination per
probability of attack, in IP and IBR networks of the same topology and configuration. servers. (b) Throughput experienced by the well-behaved nodes that
share an ISP with the attacker, when the attacker’s ISP throttles the attack
(Compliant) and does not throttle the attacker (Oblivious).

false alarm causes connections to be dropped. In the IP network, a total of 3.3
million messages were delivered; in the IBR network, 3.1 million messages were
delivered. (The attacker’s messages were not counted.)
A tenet of IBR is that it is creating socio-economic incentives for network
participants to behave responsibly. This applies not only to the network endpoints, but also to ISPs and other service providers. In the previous experiment,
we showed that an ISP that applied the Compliant policy (consistent with the
IBR protocol) would block the activity of an attacking node, protecting the rest
of the network. However, a selfish ISP might conceivably elect not to block the
attacker’s activity, rather accruing subscription fees from the attacking node
in return for continued service. In §4, we provide some game-theoretic evidence
that rational nodes would actually adopt a compliant strategy. Here we show the
performance impact on an ISP that chooses not to comply with IBR. Fig. ??
compares the performance of two networks, both of which have five attackers,
all connected to the same ISP. The first network is an IBR network in which
every node, including the ISP for the attackers, adopts Compliant. The second
network is identical except that the attackers’ ISP follows the non-compliant
Oblivious policy—it continues to provide introductions for the attackers. The
graph compares the throughput experienced by the non-attacking nodes that
share the same ISP as the attackers.
When the ISP does not restrict the attackers’ access to the network, all of its
customers experience reduced access. This is because the second-tier introducers
(the nodes to which the ISP has a priori connections) reduce the non-compliant
Oblivious ISP’s reputation to the point it impacts the ISP’s ability to introduce

its well-behaved customers. Specifically, when negative feedback from its neighbors reduces the ISP’s reputation below a threshold, the ability of the ISP’s
customers to reach their destinations drops precipitously. This experiment reveals a phenomenon more comprehensively analyzed in §4: that the possible
benefits of providing service to a misbehaving customer will be countered by the
damage caused to one’s own ability to interact with the network.
3.3

Reputation Attacks

Of particular concern for systems that rely on reputation are attacks that undermine the reliability of information used in reputation assessment. IBR inherently mitigates the risk from such attacks by refraining from sharing reputations
among nodes. Nevertheless, there remains the threat of corruption in feedback
that nodes offer when closing connections. Specifically, a node might connect
to its target only to close the connection and issue spurious negative feedback,
hoping to convince the target’s ISP to cease to introduce the target.
To assess the impact of corrupt feedback on IBR, we performed an experiment
where one client node deploys such a reputation attack. Specifically, the client
attacks a particular server. In our experiments, the attack rate was 0.2, which
means that for every application message the client attacker generated, it had
a probability of 0.2 to be addressed to the victim server. Whenever this server
responds to a message from the client, the client closes the connection and sends
negative feedback as though it had received an attack message from the server.
For messages from all other servers, the attacker behaves like every other node,
generating a false positive with probability 0.001.
IBR effectively deals with the attack in this instance. When the server discovers that the client sent negative feedback (the protocol guarantees that it will),
it registers the client’s misbehavior and drops its reputation. Thus, before the
client can cause the server to be disconnected, the server has ceased to accept
connections from the client, and the server’s continued good behavior quickly
restores its reputation with its ISP. In our simulations, the throughput experienced by the victim server was not adversely affected at all by the attack: the
average number of messages received actually increased from 32900 to 33000.
Besides this rather mechanistic defense, the server is also shielded by a
strongly positive reputation with its ISP; the attacker will have difficulty overcoming this. However, these defenses have limits. A group of coordinated attackers could achieve measurable damage to a server’s reputation. This is not really
surprising, as every protocol is susceptible to defeat by a sufficient number of
Byzantine attackers [19].
3.4

Discussion

Our performance experiments have illustrated three key properties that IBR is
designed to provide for responsible networking.
1. An ability to prevent hosts from repeatedly attacking.

2. Economic incentives for responsible network management, in the form of a
reduced ability for introducers to provide introductions if they continue to
introduce hosts that are known to be misbehaving.
3. Resistance to attack on based on reputation feedback.
Although the limited scope of experiments conducted reported to date prevents
us from reaching sweeping conclusions, we regard the results thus far as confirming the promise of this approach.

4

Empirical Game Evaluation

We further evaluate whether IBRP indeed leads to a network of trustworthy
connections, where malicious activity is effectively deterred and well-behaving
nodes can efficiently communicate. This entails assessing to what extent IBR
mechanisms induce compliant policies, in the sense that adoption of behaviors
following the intended design represents a strategically stable configuration. In
particular, is the use of reputation feedback enabled by IBRP for connection
and introduction decisions sufficient to keep the network in a predominantly
trusted state? In other words, are there plausible policies that nodes can adopt to
operate both safely and efficiently? As a start toward answering these questions,
we investigate the robustness and game-theoretic stability of specific compliant
policies in the face of specified attacks.
4.1

Game Formulation

Consider an IBRP network with n nodes. We construct a game model representing the interaction of these nodes over a set time horizon, as follows.
– Each node i ∈ {1, . . . , n} is a player (agent), who selects a policy (strategy)
pi from a space Pi of candidate policies. The policy dictates how the agent
makes decisions about introductions, connections, and feedback propagation,
as a function of network history.
– Nodes independently choose their policy at the beginning of a scenario run.
The configuration p = (p1 , . . . , pn ) of choices is called a policy profile.
– The outcome of a run of the network is summarized by a payoff each player
receives, based on how well it satisfied its communication objectives through
the network over the scenario’s time
Q horizon. The payoff for node i is represented by a utility function, ui : k Pk → <.
To define the game for an IBRP scenario, we specify a network topology and
assign objectives for communication in the form of a distribution of messaging
tasks. Receiving a benign message accrues a unit payoff, whereas a malicious
message subtracts 1000 from utility. An introducer’s utility is proportional to the
number of successful connections it establishes. Given these scenario settings, we
estimate the utility function over policy profiles, through simulations configured
as described in §3.1.

We consider a policy profile strategically stable if it constitutes an (approximate) pure-strategy Nash equilibrium (PSNE) of the IBRP-induced game. At a
Nash equilibrium, no player can increase its utility by unilaterally deviating from
its policy in the profile. Given sampling noise and our rough modeling of node
utility, we consider approximate degrees of strategic stability. For profile p, let us
define player i’s regret i (p) as the maximum gain i can obtain from unilaterally
changing its own policy pi : i (pi , p−i ) = maxp0i ∈Pi \{pi } ui (p0i , p−i ) − ui (pi , p−i ).
The overall regret of a profile (p) = maxi i (p).
4.2

Experiment Settings

Our exploratory empirical study examines simulated small-scale IBRP networks,
such as the two networks illustrated in Fig. 4. In Scenario 1 a lone introducer
mediates connections between all clients and servers. Scenario 2 consists of a
more elaborate network of introducers between the clients and servers.
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Fig. 4: (a) Scenario 1 comprises five clients and four servers, with a single introducer. (b) Scenario 2 includes a network of intermediate introducers.

We consider three candidate policies, and assume that each node chooses
one and adheres to that throughout a run. The candidates include the aforementioned policy Oblivious, a parametric variant of Compliant we denote Compliant2,
and a less strict version of Compliant2 named RCompliant2. We tuned Compliant2’s parameters for the specific small network configurations in this section,
where the presence of one attacker has a relatively more profound effect on other
nodes than in larger networks. A Compliant2 node i initializes all reputation values to 1.0. Each detected attack by j on i causes i to decrease τij by 1.0, and
τik by 0.5, where k is the node that introduced j to i. Each good transaction
increases τij by 10−4 and τik by 5 × 10−5 . Upon receiving negative feedback regarding j’s activities, i decreases its reputation score τij by 0.5, and decrements
the score τik by 0.25. Node i increases τij by 5 × 10−5 and τik by 2.5 × 10−5
on positive feedback about j. During periods of no communication between i
2
and j, τij regresses back toward zero with a rate of 10−6 (t − tlast
ij ) . It further
specifies the threshold θCompliant2 = −0.01 for its neighbors’ reputation. RCompliant2 retains all Compliant2’s parameters except that θRCompliant2 = −0.1. These

candidate policies, though containing arbitrary elements, are chosen to represent
a spectrum of prospective node behaviors. We are interested in comparing and
contrasting the intended IBRP behaviors Compliant2 and RCompliant2 and the
naive behavior Oblivious employed under IP.
For each scenario, we examine two environment settings and various levels
of attack probability q. In the Moderate environment, nodes can perfectly detect
malicious messages from their connected nodes, and only one of the client nodes is
malicious. Note that since there are no attackers on the server side in Moderate,
client policy is irrelevant. In environment Severe, there are attackers on both
server and client sides. Moreover, nodes in Severe may mistake benign messages
for harmful attacks or vice versa, each with probability 0.005.
4.3

Single Introducer

Under the Moderate setting of Scenario 1, for all tested values of q, profiles in
which servers adopt either Compliant2 or RCompliant2 and the sole introducer
plays Oblivious are approximate PSNEs. For the case where the attack probability
is high, q = 0.9, the profile pguard in which the introducer chooses Compliant2
and the servers all play Oblivious is also a PSNE. All other profiles were found
to be strategically unstable. Thus, when the sole introducer does not implement
any measures to shield the servers from the attackers, the servers have to adopt
compliant policies to protect themselves. In the one extreme case of reliable
attack the compliant introducer with trusting servers (pguard ) achieves the same
result. In all cases, the approximate equilibria dictate that either introducer or
servers are compliant, with agent(s) of the other role relying on that.
Let psC (resp. psRC ) denote the approximate PSNE profile where all servers
adopt Compliant2 (RCompliant2). Fig. 5 plots the difference in payoffs, denoted
by ∆, that a compliant server in each of these profiles would accrue by deviating to Oblivious. We also display the maximum deviation gain that a server
in pguard would achieve by switching to a compliant policy from Oblivious. A
negative value of ∆ means that the agent loses utility by deviating. Note that
the gains ∆ are bounded above by regret, so cannot be significantly positive in
approximate equilibrium. As the attack probability increases, servers in psC and
psRC lose considerably more by deviating from their compliant policies. Fig. 5
also demonstrates that pguard ’s ∆ reaches the level of approximate equilibrium
only for the highest value of q.
Environment Severe’s results are consistent with the Moderate setting in Scenario 1, for sufficiently large attack probability values. In approximate equilibrium, the non-introducer nodes adopt either Compliant2 or RCompliant2 while
the introducer plays Oblivious. Let pscC (pscRC ) denote the profile where all nonintroducer nodes adopt Compliant2 (RCompliant2). Fig. 5 confirms that when the
introducer plays Oblivious, both the servers and clients have a stronger incentive
to play compliant policies as q increases. Smaller values of q provide a less clear
picture in which some approximate PSNE profiles have some non-introducer
nodes playing Oblivious. Note that the possibility of false positives and negatives
in detecting attacks in environment Severe, coupled with smaller values of q,
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Fig. 5: (a) Servers’ payoff gain in environment Moderate, when deviating to Oblivious in profiles psC and psRC , and by deviating to either Compliant2 or RCompliant2 in pguard . (b) Payoff gains in environment Severe, when deviating to
Oblivious in profiles pscC and pscRC . Results are shown for different values of the
client attacker’s q while the server attack probability is fixed at 0.1.

makes it more difficult for nodes to effectively block potential attacks, rendering
the compliant policies less desirable.
4.4

Network of Introducers

We conducted a further preliminary analysis of a more elaborate second scenario,
with a network of introducers between clients and servers. For this scenario, we
omit the RCompliant2 option, and find that all the servers adopt Compliant2
in all PSNE, under both Moderate and Severe environments. This observation
reinforces the first scenario’s conclusion that nodes gain substantial benefit from
playing Compliant2 to protect themselves from attacks. Since a malicious client
may pursue many introduction paths, it is more difficult for the network of
introducers to shield the server from the need to maintain its own vigilance.
While this provides appropriate incentive for the servers, it also suggests that
Compliant2 policy settings may not be optimized for introducer performance. For
example, note that in Scenario 2 a malicious client Cmal has multiple available
paths of introduction to a given server S1 . When S1 plays Oblivious, its proximal
introducer I1 essentially assumes the role of protecting S from Cmal ’s attacks.
However, given the indirect propagation of feedback, even if I1 plays Compliant2
and detects the attack from one path, it may end up reintroducing Cmal to
S1 via a different path. A server can be introduced via three different paths
that correspond to the three intermediate introducers in Scenario 2 illustrated
in Fig. 4, thus allowing faster reintroductions of malicious nodes. By playing
Compliant2 as well, S1 uses reputation to track I1 ’s effectiveness as a shield, and
may avoid accepting the second connection from Cmal .

4.5

Remarks

Our simulations of some simple network scenarios and environment settings, under different node policies, illustrate the possible roles of IBRP’s reputation
mechanism in discouraging malicious behavior. Through an empirical gametheoretic analysis, we find that the IBRP-compliant policies would be generally
preferred over accepting all connection requests as in today’s Internet protocol.
The more hostile the environment, the greater benefit a node can obtain from
adopting a compliant policy. Moreover, as others deviate by playing Oblivious,
a node has greater incentive to protect itself by making reputation-based decisions. Overall, the experiments support the proposition that IBRP’s reputation
and feedback system enables and incentivizes nodes to adopt safer policies, thus
contributing to improving network security under IBRP.
Our analysis is of course quite incomplete, and the empirical game-theoretic
evidence should be regarded as supporting but preliminary. The most glaring
limitation is our consideration of only three candidate policies thus far. A more
comprehensive analysis would include policies that deviated from IBRP in particular ways, including selective use of reputation information, failure to propagate
feedback, and false reporting of node activity. It would also include a broader
palette of compliant policies, including more sophisticated ways to maintain reputation information and condition decisions on this basis. By including imperfect
detection and malicious nodes, and considering a suboptimal compliant policy,
we did attempt to deflect bias, but ultimately there is no substitute for the more
in-depth study. This investigation should also employ much larger networks of
more complex topology, and nodes with multiple roles as clients, servers, and
introducers. Finally, we should also consider variations on rational behavior and
their impact on IBRP performance.

5

Related Work

IBR participants use local trust assessments and policies to decide when to
introduce and accept connections. In some respects, this resembles the “web of
trust” paradigm employed notably by Pretty Good Privacy (PGP) [1, 32], in that
entities rely on endorsements from trusted others in determining with whom to
interact. PGP allows multiple parties to sign a given certificate, create a complex
graph of trust. (PGP uses the term “introducer” to describe peer signatories.)
Calculating reputation over a certificate trust-web has been extensively explored
[18, 20, 26], and applied to social networks [8]. Trust-web mechanisms assume
that the graph of trust relationships is generally accessible [17].
Distributed trust is used to control access in systems where centralized access control is unavailable, for example in peer-to-peer (P2P) environments
[12, 13, 30]. Reputation systems [21] calculate and disseminate global reputation
ratings [3, 4, 16]. Global reputation measures: i) depend on universally recognized identity and authentication for each node, ii) require uniform standards of
good behavior, iii) are susceptible to attacks on reputation infrastructure, such

as Sybil and ballot-stuffing [15, 25]. TrustGuard [24] uses models of misuse to
resist some of the attacks to which a shared reputation system is susceptible.
Trust management systems such as KeyNote [2] allow one to specify access
control and other policies with a well-defined language. A great deal of prior
work on trust and reputation mechanisms have shown how authorization decisions can be made [11, 22]. Route integrity verification mechanisms focus on
improving network accountability by auditing pairwise network connections to
detect malicious data-package passing activities [14, 29].
Game theory has often been used to analyze reputation systems [7], in networking and other contexts. For example, Friedman and Resnick [6] establish
inherent limitations to the effectiveness of reputation systems when participants
are allowed to generate new identities (a tactic IBRP is immune to), and Srivastava et al. [23] survey a range of game-theoretic applications to wireless ad hoc
networks. Increasingly, game-theoretic techniques are also finding application in
security domains, including but not limited to information security [9, 10, 31].
In the empirical game-theoretic analysis (EGTA) approach [27], expert modeling is augmented by empirical sources of knowledge, that is, data obtained
through real-world observations or outcomes of high-fidelity simulation. In our
own prior work, we have applied EGTA to a range of problems, including for
example auctions [28] and games among privacy attackers [5].

6

Conclusion

The Introduction-Based Routing Protocol takes an unorthodox approach to promote a more trustworthy Internet. Rather than control access via authentication
and authorization, or otherwise attempt to render forms of misbehavior algorithmically impossible, IBRP creates disincentives for associating with misbehaving
nodes. Rather than attempting to track the behavior or reputation of endpoints
(which is neither scalable nor practical, given the ill-defined and fleeting nature
of their relationship), nodes track the (aggregate) behavior of the supply chain
of network neighbors that produced the set of communication partners.
We have provided preliminary evidence that IBRP can support a trustworthy Internet. Simulations of a 5000-node network demonstrate that IBR policies
successfully insulate the network from a variety of attacks. We have also shown,
for some modest-sized network models, compliant policies form a strategically
stable configuration, and trust decisions based on the private reputation assessment of these compliant policies limit the impact of misbehavior. We have also
shown that IBRP successfully operates with imperfect sensors, with the corollary that isolated acts of misbehavior will not cause a node to be disconnected
from the network.
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